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Solving rate problems
‘One thing that is certain in life is that change is inevitable.’

We are constantly interested in rates of change and how things change over a period of time. We are 

also regularly faced with problems involving specifi c rates. Strong arithmetic skills and knowing whether 

to multiply or divide by the given rate allows many rate problems to be solved quickly and accurately.

Over the next few days, keep a record of any rates you observe or experience. Look out for the slash 

‘/’ sign and listen for the ‘per’ word.

Let’s start: Estimate the rate
For each of the following statements, estimate a 

corresponding rate.

• Commercial rate: The number of commercials on TV 

per hour

• Typing rate: Your typing speed in words per minute

• Laughing rate: The number of times a teenager laughs 

per hour

• Growth rate: The average growth rate of a child from 

0 to15 years of age

• Running rate: Your running pace in metres per second

• Homework rate: The number of subjects with homework per night

• Clapping rate: The standard rate of audience clapping in claps per minute

• Thank you rate: The number of opportunities to say thank you per day

Compare your rates. Which rate is the ‘highest’? Which rate is the ‘lowest’? 

Discuss your answers.

 When a rate is provided, a change in one quantity implies that an equivalent change must occur 

in the other quantity. 

For example: Patrick earns $20/hour. How much will he earn in 6 hours?

$20 for 1 hour
× 6 × 6

$120 for 6 hours

For example: Patrick earns $20/hour. How long will it take him to earn $70?

× 3 1

2

$20 for 1 hour
× 3 1

2
$70 for 3 1

2
hours

 Carefully consider the units involved in each question and answer.
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Example 19 Solving combination rate problems

Three water hoses from three different taps are used to fi ll a large swimming pool. The fi rst hose alone 

takes 200 hours to fi ll the pool. The second hose alone takes 120 hours to fi ll the pool and the third hose 

alone takes only 50 hours to fi ll the pool. How long would it take to fi ll the pool if all three hoses were 

used?d?

SOLUTION EXPLANATION

In 600 hours:

hose 1 would fi ll 3 pools

hose 2 would fi ll 5 pools

hose 3 would fi ll 12 pools

Therefore in 600 hours the three hoses together 

would fi ll 20 pools.

Filling rate =  600 h/20 pools

    ÷ 20  ÷ 20
    30 h/pool

It would take 30 hours to fi ll the pool if all three 

hoses were used.

LCM of 200, 120 and 50 is 600.

Hose 1 = 600 h ÷ 200 h/pool = 3 pools

Hose 2 = 600 h ÷ 120 h/pool = 5 pools

Hose 3 = 600 h ÷ 50 h/pool = 12 pools

Together =r 3 + 5 + 12 = 20 pools fi lled.

Simplify rate by dividing by HCF. 

Example 18 Solving rate problems

a Rachael can touch type at 74 words/minute. How many words can she type in 15 minutes?

b Leanne works in a donut van and sells on average 60 donuts every 15 minutes. How long is it likely 

to take her to sell 800 donuts?

SOLUTION EXPLANATION

a 74 words in 1 minute

1110 words in 15 minutes
× 15 × 15

Rachael can type 1110 words in 15 minutes.

74

×15

370

740

1110

b

× 200 × 200

60 donuts in 15 minutes

4 donuts in 1 minute

800 donuts in 200 minutes

÷ 15 ÷ 15

Leanne is likely to take 3 hours and 20 minutes 

to sell 800 donuts.

Selling rate = 60 donuts/15 minutes

Divide both quantities by HCF of 15.

Multiply both quantities by 200.

Convert answer to hours and minutes.
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1 Fill in the gaps.

a 
× 3

60 km in 1 hour
× 3

180 km in ___

 b 
× 5

$25 in 1 hour ___
$125 in ___

c ___ 7 questions in 3 minutes ___

70 questions in ___

 d ___ 120 litres in 1 minute ___
___ in 6 minutes

2 Fill in the gaps.

a ÷ 3

× 5

$36 for 3 hours ÷ 3

______ for 1 hour

___ for 5 hours

 b 
___

___

150 rotations in 5 minutes ___

______________ in 1 minute

___________ in 7 minutes
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C3 A factory produces 40 plastic bottles/minute.

a How many bottles can the factory produce in 60 minutes?

b How many bottles can the factory produce in an 8 hour day of operation? 

4 Mario is a professional home painter. When painting a new home, he uses an average of 

2.5 litres of paint per hour. How many litres of paint would Mario use in a week if he paints for 

40 hours?

5 A truck travels 7 km per litre of fuel. How many litres are needed for the truck to travel 280 km?

6 Daniel practises his guitar for 40 minutes every day.

a How many days will it take him to log up 100 hours of practice?

b How many days will it take him to log up 10 000 hours of practice?

c If Daniel practises six days per week for 50 weeks per year, how many years will it take him to log 

up 10 000 hours of practice?

7 A fl ywheel rotates at a rate of 1500 revolutions per minute.

a How many revolutions does the fl ywheel make in 15 minutes?

b How many revolutions does the fl ywheel make in 15 seconds?

c How long does it take for the fl ywheel to complete 15 000 revolutions?

d How long does it take for the fl ywheel to complete 150 revolutions?

8 Putra is an elite rower. When training, he has a steady working heart rate of 125 beats per minute 

(bpm). Putra’s resting heart rate is 46 bpm.

a How many times does Putra’s heart beat during a 30 minute workout?

b How many times does Putra’s heart beat during 30 minutes of ‘rest’?

c If his coach says that he can stop his workout once his heart has beaten 10 000 times, for how long 

would Putra need to train?

Example 18a

Example 18b
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C9 What is the cost of paving a driveway that is 

18 m long and 4 m wide, if the paving costs 

$35 per square metre?

10 A saltwater swimming pool requires 2 kg of 

salt to be added for every 10 000 litres of water. 

Joan’s swimming pool is 1.5 metres deep, 

5 metres wide and 15 metres long. How much 

salt will she need to add to her pool?

11 The Bionic Woman gives Batman a 12 second 

start in a 2 kilometre race. If the Bionic Woman 

runs at 5 km/min, and Batman runs at 3 km/

min, who will win the race and by how many 

seconds?

12 At a school camp there is enough food for 

150 students for 5 days.

a How long would the food last if there were 

only 100 students?

b If the food ran out after only 4 days, how many 

students attended the camp?

WORKING

M
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R PS
C13 Michelle can complete a landscaping job in 6 days and Danielle can complete the same 

job in 4 days. Working together, in how many days could they complete the job?

Example 19
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14 Three bricklayers, Maric, Hugh and Ethan, are cladding a new home. If Maric were to work 

alone, the job would take him 8 days to complete. If Hugh were to work alone, the job would 

take him 6 days to complete and if Ethan were to work by himself, the job would take him 

12 days to complete. 

a If the three men work together, how long will it take them to complete the job?

b What fraction of the house will each bricklayer complete?

15 Four cans of dog food will feed 3 dogs for 1 day.

a How many cans are needed to feed 10 dogs for 6 days?

b How many dogs can be fed for 9 days from 60 cans?

c For how many days will 40 cans feed 2 dogs?

16 If it takes 4 workers, 4 hours to dig 4 holes, how long would it take 2 workers to dig 6 holes?

17 State the units required for the answer to each of the following rate calculations.

a $205/kg × 48 kg b 62 s × 12 m/s

c 500 beats ÷ 65 beats/min (bpm) d 4000 revolutions ÷ 120 revs/min
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Enrichment: Value for money

18 Soft drink can be purchased from supermarkets in a variety of sizes.

 Below are the costs for four different sizes of a certain brand of soft drink.

600 mL ‘buddies’ 1.25 L bottles 2 L bottles 10 × 375 mL cans

$2.70 each $1.60 each $2.20 each $6.00 per pack

a Find the economy rate (in $/L) for each size of soft drink.

b Find and compare the cost of 30 litres of soft drink purchased entirely in each of the four 

different sizes.

c If you only have $60 to spend on soft drink for a party, what is the difference between the greatest 

amount and the least amount of soft drink you could buy? Assume you have less than $1.60 left.

 Most supermarkets now include the economy rate of each item underneath the price tag to allow 

customers to compare value for money.

d Carry out some research at your local supermarket on the economy rates of a particular food item 

with a range of available sizes (such as drinks, breakfast cereals, sugar, fl our). Write a report on 

your fi ndings.

5G
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Speed
A rate that we come across almost every day is speed. Speed is the 

rate of distance travelled per unit of time.

On most occasions, speed is not constant and therefore we 

are interested in the average speed of an object. Average speed is 

calculated by dividing the distance travelled by the time taken.

Average speed = 
Distance travelled

Time taken

Given the average speed formula, we can tell that all units of 

speed must have a unit of length in the numerator, followed by a unit 

of time in the denominator. Therefore ‘mm/h’ is a unit of speed and 

could be an appropriate unit for the speed of a snail!

The most common units of speed are m/s and km/h.

Let’s start: Which is faster?
With a partner, determine the faster of the two listed alternatives.

a Car A travelling at 10 m/s Car B travelling at 40 km/h

b Walker C travelling at 4 km/h  Walker D travelling at 100 m/min

c Jogger E running at 1450 m/h Jogger F running at 3 m/s

d Plane G fl ying at 700 km/h Plane H fl ying at 11 km/min

This snail’s average speed won’t be high,
but it can still be calculated.

 Speed is a measure of how fast an object is travelling.

 If the speed of an object does not change over time, the object is travelling at a constant speed. 

‘Cruise control’ helps a car travel at a constant speed.

 When speed is not constant, due to acceleration or deceleration, we are often interested to know 

the average speed of the object.

 Average speed is calculated by the formula:

Average speed = Distance travelled
Time taken

   or   s
d

t
=

 Depending on the unknown value, the above formula can be rearranged to make d or t the 

subject. The three formulas involving s, d, and t are:

s
d

t
= d = s × t t

d

s
=

d

s t

d

s t

d

s t

 Care must be taken with units for speed, and sometimes units will need to be converted. The 

most common units of speed are m/s and km/h.
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Example 21 Finding the distance travelled

Find the distance travelled by a truck travelling for 15 hours at an average speed of 95 km/h.

SOLUTION EXPLANATION

dd  d = s × t

= 95 km/h × 15 h

= 1425 km

Alternative unitary method

95 km in 1 hour
× 15 × 15

1425 km in 15 hours

Truck travels 1425 km in 15 hours.

The unknown value is distance.Th k l i di

Write the formula with d as the subject.d

Distance unit is km.

Write the rate provided in the question.

Multiply both quantities by 15.

Example 20 Finding average speed

Find the average speed in km/h of:

a a cyclist who travels 140 km in 5 hours   b a runner who travels 3 km in 15 minutes

SOLUTIONSOLUTION EXPLANATIONEXPLANATION

a s
d

t
=

= 140

5

km

h
= 28 km/h

The unknown value is speed.

Write the formula with s as the subject.

Distance travelled = 140 km

Time taken = 5 h

Speed unit is km/h.

Alternative unitary method
140 km in 5 hours

÷ 5 ÷ 5
28 km in 1 hour

Average speed = 28 km/h

Write down the rate provided in the question.

Divide both quantities by 5.

b s
d

t
=

= 3

15

km

min

= ÷3
1

4
= 3 × 4 = 12 km/h

Alternative unitary method
3 km in 15 minutes

× 4 × 4
12 km in 60 minutes

Average speed = 12 km/h

Distance travelled = 3 km

Time taken = 15 min or 
1

4
 h

Dividing by 
1

4
, is the same as multiplying by

4

1
.

Write down the rate provided in the question.

Multiply both quantities by 4.
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Example 22 Finding the time taken

Find the time taken for a hiker walking at 4 km/h to travel 15 km.

SOLUTION EXPLANATION

t
dd

s
=

 = 15

4

km

km/h

= 3.75 h

= 3 h 45 min

The unknown value is time.Th k l i i

Write the formula with t as the subject.t

The time unit is h.

Leave answer as a decimal or convert to hours and 

minutes.

0.75 h = 0.75 × 60 = 45 min

Alternative unitary method

÷ 4

× 15

4 km in 1 hour
÷ 4

× 15

1 km in
1

4
 hour

15 km in
15

4
 hours

It takes 3 h 45 min to travel 15 km.

Express the rate as provided in the question.

Divide both quantities by 4.

Multiply both quantities by 15.

Example 23 Converting units of speed

a Convert 72 km/h to m/s. b Convert 8 m/s to km/h.

SOLUTION EXPLANATION

a 72 km in 1 hour72 k i 1 h
72 000 m in 60 minutes

÷ 60 ÷ 60
1200 m in 1 minute
1200 m in 60 seconds

÷ 60 ÷ 60
20 m in 1 second

∴ 72 km/h = 20 m/s

Express rate in kilometres per hour.E i kil h

Convert km to m and hour to minutes.

Divide both quantities by 60.

Convert 1 minute to 60 seconds.

Divide both quantities by 60.

Shortcut for converting km/h → m/s ÷ 3.6.

b 8 m in 1 second

28 800 m in 1 hour

8 m in 1 second
× 60 × 60

480 m in 1 minute
× 60 × 60

∴ 28.8 km in 1 hour

Express rate in metres per second.

Multiply by 60 to fi nd distance in 1 minute.

Multiply by 60 to fi nd distance in 1 hour.

Convert metres to kilometres.

Shortcut:  m/s × 3.6 → km/h.

8 m/s × 3.6 = 28.8 km/h
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1 Which of the following is not a unit of speed?

A m/s B km/h C cm/h D L/kg E m/min

2 If Average speed = 
Distance travelled

Time taken
 then the Distance travelled must equal:

A Average speed × Time taken B 
Average speed

Time taken
 C 

Time taken
Average speed

3 If Average speed = 
Distance travelled

Time taken
 then Time taken must equal:

A Distance travelled × Average speed B 
Distance travelled

Average speed
 C 

Average speed
Distance travelled

4 If an object travels 800 metres in 10 seconds, the average speed of the object is:

A 8000 m/s B 800 km/h C 80 km/h D 80 m/s

Exercise 5H 
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C5 Calculate the average speed of:

a a sprinter running 200 m in 20 seconds

b a skateboarder travelling 840 m in 120 seconds

c a car travelling 180 km in 3 hours

d a truck travelling 400 km in 8 hours

e a train travelling 60 km in 30 minutes

f a tram travelling 15 km in 20 minutes

6 Calculate the distance travelled by:

a a cyclist travelling at 12 m/s for 90 seconds

b an ant travelling at 2.5 m/s for 3 minutes

c a bushwalker who has walked for 8 hours at an average speed of 4.5 km/h

d a tractor ploughing fi elds for 2.5 hours at an average speed of 20 km/h

7 Calculate the time taken by:

a a sports car to travel 1200 km at an average speed of 150 km/h

b a bus to travel 14 km at an average speed of 28 km/h

c a plane to fl y 6900 km at a constant speed of 600 km/h

d a ball moving through the air at a speed of 12 m/s to travel 84 m

8 Convert the following speeds to m/s.

a 36 km/h b 180 km/h c 660 m/min d 4 km/s

9 Convert the following speeds to km/h.

a 15 m/s b 2 m/s c 12 m/min d 1 km/s

Example 20

Example 21

Example 22

Example 23a

Example 23b
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10 Complete the following table.

Speed s Distance d Time t

a 50 km 2 h

b 30 m/s 1200 m

c 5 km/h 12 h

d 600 m 5 min

e 210 km/h 20 min

f 100 m/s 10 km
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C11 A plane is fl ying at a cruising speed of 900 km/h. How far will the plane travel from 

11:15 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on the same day?

12 The wheels on Charlie’s bike have a 

circumference of 1.5 m. When Charlie is 

riding fastest, the wheels rotate at a speed 

of fi ve turns per second.

a What is the fastest speed Charlie can ride his bike, 

in km/h? 

b How far would Charlie travel in 5 minutes at his 

fastest speed?

13 The back end of a 160-metre-long train disappears into a 700-metre-long tunnel. Twenty seconds later 

the front of the train emerges from the tunnel. Determine the speed of the train in m/s.

14 Anna rode her bike to school one morning, a distance of 15 km, at an average speed of 20 km/h. It was 

raining in the afternoon, so Anna decided to take the bus home. The bus trip home took 

30 minutes. What was Anna’s average speed for the return journey to and from school?

15 In Berlin 2009, Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt set a new 100 m world record time of 9.58 seconds. 

Calculate Usain Bolt’s average speed in m/s and km/h for this world record. (Round the answers 

correct to 1 decimal place.)

16 The Ghan train is an Australian icon. You can board 

The Ghan in Adelaide and 2979 km later, after travelling via 

Alice Springs, you arrive in Darwin. (Round the answers 

correct to 1 decimal place.)

a If you board The Ghan in Adelaide on Sunday at 2:20 p.m. 

and arrive in Darwin on Tuesday at 5:30 p.m., what is the 

average speed of the train journey?

b There are two major rest breaks. The train stops for 

4
1

4
 hours at Alice Springs and 4 hours at Katherine. 

Taking these breaks into account, what is the average 

speed of the train when it is moving?
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C17 Write two speeds in km/h that are between 40 m/s and 45 m/s.

18 Nina, Shanti and Belle run a 1000 m race at a constant speed. When Nina crossed the fi nish 

line fi rst, she was 200 m ahead of Shanti and 400 m ahead of Belle. When Shanti crossed the 

fi nish line, how far ahead of Belle was she?

19 Julie and Jeanette enjoy fi nishing their 6 km morning run together. Julie runs at an average speed of 

10 km/h and Jeanette runs at an average speed of 3 m/s. If Julie leaves at 8 a.m., at what time should 

Jeanette leave if they are to fi nish their run at the same time?

Enrichment: Speed research

20 Carry out research to fi nd answers to the 

following questions.

Light and sound
a What is the speed of sound in m/s?

b What is the speed of light in m/s?

c How long would it take sound to travel 100 m?

d How long would it take light to travel 100 km?

e How many times quicker is the speed of light than 

the speed of sound?

f What is a Mach number? 

Spacecraft
g What is the escape velocity needed by a spacecraft to 

‘break free’ of Earth’s gravitational pull? Give this 

answer in km/h and also km/s.

h What is the orbital speed of planet Earth? Give your answer 

in km/h and km/s.

i What is the average speed of a space shuttle on a journey 

from Earth to the International Space Station?

Knots
 Wind speed and boat speed are often given in terms of knots (kt).

j What does a knot stand for?

k What is the link between nautical miles and a system of 

locating positions on Earth?

l How do you convert a speed in knots to a speed in km/h?

5H
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